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Abstrad to find relevant information. Standard test methods
Radiation enhanced start-up current (RESC) are not defined for this effect nor are standard

in tin antifuse PGA, A1280A, is thoroughly measurements defined. This is a difficult task as the
investigated and a comprehensive transistor-level performance of the microcircuit will depend on the
mechanism is proposed Low dose-rate testing, system in which it is embedded. Power supply ramp
appropriate for civilian space applications, and rates, current wi& and energy storage are
annealing at room temperature shows RESC to be significant factors, as well as distributed capacitance
negligible for the lot of parts tested with a fixed and the effects of other devices in the system. It is
power supply slew rate. not practical to test all possible system

configurations. he initial study, which investigated
SUMMARY total dose effects, was perforated at a very high dose

rate. This follow-up study, which is applicable to
In a previous publication in this conference most civilian space applications, used a low dose rate

111, the radiation enhanced start-up current (RESQ and a lengthy room temperature anneal, per ML-
of A1020A and A1280A were reported for the first STD-883 Method 1019.5.
time.. with RESC significantly increasing with This paper investigates the dose rate effects
accumulated total dose. A concern was raised that an and an aling on RESC. We also present a detailed
increase of startup current by several huixtred transistor-level mechanism to ehicidate RESC.
milliamperes might put a curreni-limited power Figure I shows the - start-up transient current
supply into a lock-up state when powering up the measured on the device after 4 krad (Si) irradiation at
device after irradiation during a space flight mission. a dose rate of I krad (Si)/day. Bfore irradiations
We demonstrated that effect with current-limited there is a current peak of - 50 mA when Vc is
supplies on irradiated icrocircuits in the laboratory. ramped to about 25 VDC (the peak on the left in
The startup transient current requirements of these Figure 1). After 4 krad (Si), the original current peak
devices is not specified and some groups have has not changed significantly. The second peak,
reponed poblems in flight hardware, during bench approximately 300 mA peak amplitude, ocurred at
test without any radiation exposure, where tight Vcc = 35 VDC. The first peak is due to the totem-
current limits were placed on the power supply based pole current in the module input/output circuitry
on steady state operating currents. while Vcc is ramping. Irradiation does not affect is

Reference [1) indicated that RESC may be current pulse so we will not laborate on it.
the limiting factor for the total dose tolerance of a The second peak is the aforementioned
device. Unfortunately, RESC is system-dependent RESC. However, it is strongly dependent on the dose
and not specified; similarly, the startup current rate. As shown in Figure 2 it is barely visible after 
reqw.rements are not specified in either the days of mom temperature annealing. Additional
commercial data sheets or military specifications. irradiation of the same device increased ts second
RESC effects need to be evaluated in every newly current peak yet again- Figure 3 shows the effect of
designed system with attention paid to the power another 2 kad (Si) at the same low dose rate boosting
system, ie., bulk capacitance on each board, the amp the peak current timisient to 700 mA. After 28 days
rate f the supply, etc., not just the power supply DC of room temperature anneal, the peak current dropped
current limit. Analysis of a typical power system will to 100 mA (Figure 4 The full paper wl show data
include the fact that the current rises at a relatively (including charge per pulse and peak current as well
large voltage, not at tum-on; therefore the output as data for new 3.3V technology) based on an
energy storage of the power supply ad the de- extended room temperature anneal. To finther prove
coupling capacitance on the circuit board will that annealing is effective, a 100 'C biased anneal
mitigate startup problems. was also performed and the current peak was fully

'Me lack of a standard specification for annealed out in just one day (Figure 5). Notice that
microcircuit startup up transient current has led the first peak is basically unchanged dng the
concerned users to spend significant amounts of time irradiation and annealing cycle.
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The root use of RESC a a result of the REFERENCE
degradation of an on-chip DC43C converter, a charge
Vamp. T chap pump is used to povide voltage [1 R KW, G. Swift and D. Shaw, -Total Dose
higher than Voc on the gale of the isolation Responses of Actel 1020B and 1230A Field
NMOSFET for passing the W logic ste MID Gate Arrays (FPGAs)- RADECS 95,
logic module with a full transition to the VCC rail, p.412,1995.
without any pirich-off e5ects. Mm isolation
NMOSFET is used for blocking the high

voltage (-20VDC) durin dvice
programmaig wh the MMOSFET bused on ding
device opmfion and manufacturer tsting. In the t
same figure, the output of the chap pump, V" is
directly connected to t pie of the isolation
NMOSFET through ruting interconnects. During ....
power-on ramping, Vpw is also rampim Wn
Vpw reaches some intamudaft range, high state .... ................
signals wl be Witially passed nd put the front
buffer into a state where both p and -channel
timidmis both conduct, generating totem-pole I-00W V 30. 0060 W

current normally not pesent in CMOS technology. -2.5000 w 0.000 2 SW

This current will be dependent on the ramping raw of 500 gild,. 441tZ

Vpje. The lower the pug rate, te longer the Figure 1 Srtup causing after 4 kmd Si) exposure
front buffers will stay in transidond stow, tus the
higher the totem-pole .pulse and te longer its at I krad (iYday. Te left r peak is unchanged
duration, RESC is a result of the slowmg down of ftom. the pe-irradiadon measurement and remained
the Vpw ramp Me. unclianged ver the course of tis cqxmnmmL This

I , ' peak is expected s the NMOSFET solate
The charge pump circuit was analyzed transistors am not fully conductirg rewlting in totem

conceptually and by SPICE simulation. We
identified the sensitive spot in the schema=. The Pole currents in the mput circuit of the logic modules.
central part of a classical Dickson charge pump is the Ibis current level or width is not ecified in either
capacitor-diode (C-D) sub-circint with diodes the commercial or itary specifications The
constructed by connecting the site to the dram of an 350 mA crent peak on the right appears when Vcc
NMOSFET. Te charge can only flow to the right reaches 35 VDC. Mm power supply used for tese
(in the figure) and the DC voltage gets purnped- tests had a rise time of < 2 nsec. Voltage is at

I Wdiv, current is at 0 nLAJdiv.higher Total dose induced trapped holes at the
Si/SiO2 interface near te birds-beak region inverts
the substrate and causes surce to dram edge leakage,
which causes the diode to leak in the reverse
direction. Figure6 shows the plan view (a) and
cross-section (b) of the diode and the leakage path.
The leakage degrades the bcking effmaveness of
the diode and subsequently weaken the pump and
reduces the nunp me of Vne.

For space-fliglit, applications, the el
question a whether the devic w lock up the
system during the application of power - a normal
opeation ie.. power savings mode, cold spares,
spacecraft ts - after the device's exposure to
radi,ation. For ground test and operdtion, proper 7
design and tests wl eliminate any pblem and Figure 2 tartup Uimsient after 5 days of room
adequate margins clear' be included based on the teMpaliture, hosed nneal following the 4 krad (Si)
transient behavior of the system, not DC steady tate The radiation4ndoced current peak is
operation. Based on the test conditions used in tis essentially gone. Voltage is at IV/div- crrent is at
study for low dose rate exposures, excessive margins 100 mA/div.
are not needed for reliable system operation.
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Figure 3 Startup transient after an additional 2 Figure 5. Effects of 100 T based an al after the
krad,(Si) exposure at I krad (Si)/day for a total of 6 krads (Si) irradiation step and room temperature
6 krads (Si). 'Me radiation-induced current peak is annealing. The radiation-induced startup curren is
now about 700 mA. ne current draw still appears now virtual�ly eliminated, showing that annealing is
when Vc reaches 35 VDC, unchanged from the effective. Voltage is at IV/div; current is at
4 krad (Si) radiation step. At V=3.5VDC, bulk 100 mAJdiv.
capacitors on the board win have charge
Q = 3.�V x C, which will provide charge in addition
to that avadable from the power supply and helpmg
to spport the voltage rail. An 18 p bulk capacitor
win store 630 p.C. 'Me current draw for this transient
is approximately 100 pC. Voltage is at IV/div;
current is at 100 mA/div.

Figure 4. Effects of 28-day, biased, room
temperature anneal after the 6 krads (Si) irradiation
step. The radiation-induced current peak is now
reduced to about 100 nLA,. The current draw for this
transient is approximately 12 ILC, reduced from
approximately 100 gC immediately after the
6 krads (Si) exposure. Voltage is at IV/div; current
is at 100 mjAJdiv.
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Figure 6b. Total dose induced trapped-holes at te
Si/SiO2 interface near the birds-beak region inverts
the substrate and causes source to drain edge leakage,
which causes the diode to leak in the reverse

diiection.

Plan View
Figure 6a. Implementation of diode in CMOS
technology. This is a key element in the Dickson
charge pump used to boost voltage for biasing
NMOSFET isolation transistors.
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